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Creating 
timeless, romantic, 

& cinematic heirlooms 

My clients are the most important thing to me. Photography is magic when there's
connection - between two people in love, between photographer and her subjects.
There's nothing more meaningful than the bond you and your fiancé share, and that's
the focus of every moment we work together.

First and foremost, I consider myself a storyteller. When I'm behind the camera on
your wedding day, I'm thinking of your story. The one of how you've loved one
another in sickness and in health. The one you'll tell and retell each other for years to
come. The one that will bring light in both good and bad times. You'll remember your
wedding day for the rest of your life, and it's an honor to help you tell the story of that
day through photographs.



H E A R T F E L T  P L A N N I I N G THE PACKAGES

D A I S Y  |  $ 3 7 5 0L A V E N D E R  |  $ 4 7 5 0P E O N Y  |  $ 6 5 0 0

6 hours of wedding day
coverage
second photographer coverage
pre-wedding consultation to
build a timeline & shotlist
gallery of professionally edited
color and black & white images 
copyrights to images
complimentary 1 hour
engagement session
access to my Wedding
Planning & Vendor Guide

8 hours of wedding day
coverage
second photographer coverage
pre-wedding consultation to
build a timeline & shotlist
gallery of professionally edited
color and black & white images 
copyrights to images
complimentary 1 hour
engagement session
access to my Wedding
Planning & Vendor Guide

UNLIMITED  hours of wedding
day coverage
second photographer coverage
pre-wedding consultation to
build a timeline & shotlist
gallery of professionally edited
color and black & white images 
copyrights to images
complimentary 1 hour
engagement session
access to my Wedding
Planning & Vendor Guide
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 STORIES SHOULD BE TANGIBLE. 
 I specialize in "photos with feeling." It's easy to
fake a good picture, to pose subjects and tell
them to smile. I'm much more interested in
capturing authentic interaction: a shared belly
laugh, a look of longing, a sweet kiss on the
cheek. Shooting with me is all about spending
time with the person you love and capturing it
in real time.

Printed albums are one of my favorite
keepsakes to gift my couples with. The story of
your wedding day becomes even more
beautiful when you're holding it in your hands.



FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS 
What if we don’t want an engagement
session?
That’s completely fine! My packages include
engagement sessions because I find it
beneficial to work together before your big
day. It helps you get more comfortable with
me and how I work, and can help shake some
of your nerves if you’re camera shy. However,
if you want to opt out of the engagement
session, we can simply convert it to an extra
hour of shooting on your wedding day.

How many images do we get back and how
long will it take?
Wedding galleries are usually delivered
within 6 - 8 weeks from your wedding date.
There are a LOT of factors that can dictate
how many images you get back: the size of
your family/wedding party, the guest count,
and the level of detail in your day. However,
you’ll usually get back roughly 75-100 images
per hour that I’m there. My goal is always for
you to remember your day to the absolute
fullest, and I never skimp on delivery. If it
makes you feel more comfortable, I’m happy
to send you full wedding galleries so you can
get an idea of what a wedding day looks like
start to finish! 



FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS 

We're SUPER awkward! How will we get
good photos? 
This is the number one thing I hear from my
clients! Nerves are SO normal, especially if
you haven’t had professional photos taken
before. It can feel overwhelming to suddenly
have the spotlight turned on you, even if
you’ve got your person by your side. But it’s
MY job to put you at ease in front of the
camera - and you’re in good hands! I give a lot
of direction and rely on prompts that
encourage interaction, so you’ll never feel like
a deer in the headlights (I also crack plenty of
dumb dad jokes. Get excited…). My goal is to
help you turn away from the nerves and
towards each other.

How do you keep our images secure? 
Image security is one of my highest priorities!
As I’m shooting in any engagement session or
wedding, I’m writing two copies of every
image at the same time on two memory cards.
When I get home and upload your RAW
images to my computer, I make a copy on both
my hard drive and then another online copy
on Dropbox. Then, when the final edited files
are exported into your gallery, I keep another
copy of those. Your moments are of the utmost
importance to me, and I treat them as such.



NEXT STEPS -
We can schedule a phone call if you want to ask more
questions, get to know me better, etc.
Once you're ready to move forward, let me know which
package you'd like to book. 
 I send over your contract and deposit info through my
booking service, Honeybook. 
You sign the contract and pay the 30% deposit, and then
we're official! 

If you feel like we'd be a good fit, here's what comes next!
1.

2.

3.

4.


